
<Dear }1.nna, 

PROLOGUE AND 
ACKNOWLEDGEMEN TS 

When I first met you in the corridor of a dormitory on the campus of the University of 

Queensland in 1968 - the year of many a cu ltural revolution - I litt le suspected how much 

this meeting would affect my research, my teaching, sometimes my way of life and the 

friendships I made through you. We were attending the second international ACLALS 

conference, the first for both of us and, for ooth, J think, a determining factor in our 

subsequent activities and career. I had begun a few years before to explore the fiction of 

"Commonwealth" writers. But what I remember most vividly from this conference is the 

sense of excitement at discovering new modes of writing, new ways of perceiving other 

worlds, and the enthusiasm awakened in me for original poets and novelists, then mostly 

unknown in Europe and certainly uncanonized, who were bringing a new authenticity -

their authenticity - to literature. It was also in Brisbane that I first heard Wilson Harris 

speak, and where I decided to re-read the Guyana Quartet and further explore his work. In 

the autumn of 1969, when we were in London together, it was you who decided that, since I 

was interested in his fiction and had begun to write on it, we should visit him; for l would 

never then have dared phone a writer, least of all one I greatly admired. Our conversation 

that evening with Wilson, Margaret, and John La Rose, also present, marked the beginning 

of my lasting interest in Wilson Harris's work and in West Indian literature, further 

stimulated by our trip around the Caribbean and our encounter with its landscapes and 

people after the third ACLALS conference, held in Jamaica. You have since then remained 

indelibly associated with the wonder and exhilaration I experienced in those early years, 

while your infoctious though unmatchable energy spurred me on to initiatives of my own in 

Commonwealth studies. 

When we returned from the ACLALS conference in the West Indies in 1971 , you had 

the idea of founding a regional association (the first of its kind) and organized the first 

EACLALS conference that very spring in an Aarhus still under snow. The University of 

Aarhus subsequently became the first centre for Commonwealth studies on the European 

continent and the first to offer there the full spectrum of courses in Commonwealth 

literature (some of them compulsory, on a par with English and American literature) - all 

this at a time when Commonwealth studies were unheard of in Britain and the rest o f the 
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Commonwealth save for the groundbreaking work done by Derry Jeffares at Leeds. Writers 

and critics in post-colonial literatures from all over the world began to visit the University 

of Aarhus at your invitation, most of them enjoying the hospitality of Pinds Hus, provided 

they were willing to cook for themselves. 

It was also in 1971 that the first Conmwnwealth Newsletter came out. By the end of the 

decade, in 1979. you had transfonned it into Kunapipi, an international arts magazine which, 

through the years, has remained faithful to its initial purpose: to introduce " the work of new 

or little known writers of talent and to provide critical evaluation of the work of living 

authors, both famous and unknown." This has also been the policy behind Dangaroo Press, 

w hich you created in I 975 after Wilson Harris's visit to Aarhus because you thought the 

substance of his seminars ought to be published; which you then did, in Enigma of Values. 

Dangaroo's now impressive list of published books includes collections of poetry, short 

stories, essays, and critical studies which not only trace the development of post-colonial 

criticism (After Europe, From Commonwealth to Post-Colonial, Decolonising Fictions) but also 

signal your commitment to those w ho at one stage or another experienced or suffered the 

consequences of any form of colonization (A Double Colonization: Colonial and Post-Colonial 

Women's Writ-ing, Displaced Persons, Aboriginal Culture Today, Unbecoming Daughters of the 

Empire, Into the Nineties) . There have also been art books, combining poetry and photos 

(Malin, Hebrides, Minches), an illustrated commentary on Hogarth 's Blacks, a collection of 

African writing and designs (Cowries and Kobos), and the beautiful Guyana Dreaming, on 

Aubrey Williams's paintings. The covers of these books and of Kunapipi, sometimes 

paintings or engravings of your favourite artists but all conceived by yourself, must have 

made more than one professional designer envious. For years you have run the press single

handed or with very little assistance, and one cannot help wondering at the variety of your 

talents, the eclecticism of your interests, and the openness with which you have promoted 

artists who might otherwise have remained unknown outside their own geographical area. 

Such a record of creative activities in addition to full-time lecturing, however, would 

evoke a misleading picture or you if I didn 't also recall that our meetings were usually a 

mixture of hard work and fun - as when, after a tiring session of editorial work, you and 

Rene (equally bad at foreign languages) would tell each other jokes in broken English or 

French and go off into peals of laughter while my bilingual sel f was trying to make it all 

out. And always you instilled in your friends the sense that whatever they were involved in, 

whether work, reading a writer you had just "discovered,'' or taking up challenges just for 

fun, was exciting and worth doing - especially when you drove nearly a thousand 

kilometres from Aarhus to Liege with a few students, only to make them taste "the best 

chips in the world" and drive back again after a few hours. Or li ke that time in Nigeria, 

when you thought Rene and I should see the big market at Talata Mafara, and you drove six 

hundred kilometres to take us there .... 
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Jl nna at Talata Mafara market, Nigeria, 1976. 
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It is this inimitable blend in you of high seriousness (when you " mean business"), sense 

of humour, love of fun, and generous support of other people's work that drew an 

overw helmingly positive response from writers and scholars worldwide when a circular 

inviting contributions to this volume was sent out. Some contributors, who hadn ',t been 

approached in the first place but heard of our venture, asked to be allowed to joiii rn this 

tribute to you. A ll expressed a similar admiration for the leading role you have played in the 

post-colonial field through your work and your personality. Many recalled their gratitude 

for the encouragement they had received from you at one time or another, or for the 

publication of their work because you believed in it and not for financial profit. 

The contributions to this volume are an homage from writers .and critics, who were 

pleased 10 have this opportunity 10 express their friendship and acknowledgement of your 

many talents. Gerry Turcotte writes that before he met you, you seemed a legendary and 

formidable figure of whom he was secretly terrified; but he was immediately won over by 

your generosity, directness, and purposefulness when he first met you. Bernth Lindfors 

emphasizes the multifariousness of your renown as a scholar, editor, publisher, teacher, 

conference organizer, ACLALS administrator, photographer, and designer. Derry Jeffares 

pinpoints your zest, your " indomitable ability to sense what matters," your drive and 

energy. Wilson Harris says: "Anna is a child of contradictory forces born of precipitations 
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PRO LO C U F /\N il /\ C K N O\\'I EDC EM EN TS 

of cnerg) from thc Paci fic into the Atlantic and vice-versa < lne 1s ;!\\arc of such energies 

placed and displaced. ordered and disordered. in I lal Porter· s 1111' Ti/It'd Cross, Patrick 

Whi te ·s later no' cls. Randolph Sto\\' · s l.ucifcrian achie,·crnent in l oumial inc · s paradise 

lost. The drive of such energy is remarkable ... 

rhroughout ~ <>ur career. ) ou ha,·c sho'' n an unll inch1ng mdccd. a stubborn 

determination (the indomitable Irish in you?) to meet scll~ impose<I challengcs. You arc 

onen impa ti cnt. and your hi ghcst praise of an imerlocutor is I() say (S)he is ··sharp ... Over 

the years we have become fomili;ir with your untamabk cnt husiasm. persuasiveness. 

cournge. and a sel 1-assmancc '' hich can be daunting 10 others. 13ut the ''a11111 h and fidelity 

of your friendship arc unshakeable. and there is a frailer. morc vulncrable self in you which 

\\'ill dart through the chinks in your armour and remind your relieved friends tlrnt you arc 

not a superwoman alicr all but as full y human as they are. 

No doubt your experiences as a ,·ounger woman saved ~·011 frnm hecnming a con,·cn

tional academic. You have been a primary-school teacher in C:inada and in London, a P.E. 

teacher. and. ha,·ing made the highest grade in music (A 1\ IUS A), you ' ' ere head of the 

music department at a secondary school in your beloved Ne\\·castlc. J\t some stage. I 

remember. it was as important to you to be a competition squash player. a fi rst-rate tennis 

player, swimmer and surfer. and a qualified life-saver on Australia's famous beaches as it 

was to be a quali fied academic. 

Many years ago, you sent me a little notebook with a cover you had embroidered 

yourself ir. Danish po111ts de cro1x. enclosing 1he comment ··a labour or love ... I believe that 

all those who have participaled in this volume have done so in the same spirit. in friendship 

and in thankli.ilness. 

'Your "den r, f(jncf, {ovi11g f rie11cf," 

Jfwa 

Clins tmas 1995 

<PS: Others, too, have in di ffcrcnt ,,·ays shown their appre<.: iation fo r you and your signal 

cndcrivour . ..... 4'R -P- Thanks for their generous fi nancial support arc due to the Li1erarure 

Board of the Austra lia Council and to Euregio (an organization de' otcd to regional coop

eration between Belgium. Gcnnany and I lolland). ""' ,.~ 'P- Jo Steele gave kind permission 

to use, for the cover. prints by Barbara I lanrahan, your favourite Austral ian artist, as many 

K111111p1pi covers and Dangaroo hooks sho\\' . ..... ;r'J\ 'P- I personally '' ish to express my 

warmest thanks to Gordon Collier. without whose dedication. high competence, editorial 

and text production skills this book would not have been ready to celebrate your 

achievement on the occasion of the E.'\CLALS Jubilee. 

HE N/\ MA ES- J ELIN EK 
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